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Abstract 
Vucetic, B. and S. Lin, Block coded modulation and concatenated coding schemes for error con- 
n:____L^ troi on fading &iriiidS, UISLICLC &~~MCU IvIaLmbu4uubo da ,.., a, ud, --_. . ‘:-cl ~fl.=thnmmt:m. 22 /lQQl\ 3c7 960 
Block coded modulation (BCM) for digital communication over fading channels is considered. 
The performance of some known BCM codes designed for Gaussian channels is evaluated on slow 
Rayleigh fading channels. Design criteria for fading channels are used to construct new BCM 
codes with improved error rate. To achieve high coding gains with acceptable complexity, con- 
catenated codes with BCM inner codes are investigated. The performance gains that are achieved 
by concatenated BCM schemes relative to uncoded reference systems are illustrated via some ex- 
amples. Also, a comparison with corresponding schemes based on trellis coded modulation 
(TCM) is presented. Both analytical and simulation approaches are used to estimate the error rate 
performance. 
1. Introduction 
Multi-path propagation severely degrades digital signal transmission on many real 
channels such as aeronautical radio, HF radio, and meteor burst channels. A large 
amount of coding is needed to reduce error rates, thus necessitating a trade-off of 
bandwidth for accuracy. However, efficient use of the radio spectrum is becoming 
more important as needs grow for transmitting data at higher rates. Coded modula- 
- - -__ 
tion, both trellhs (‘KM) 18~ and biock (BCivij [2j, conserves ‘ciatid-~id~h -tiGe zchicv- 
ing significant performance gains. The best known TCM and BCM codes for the 
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additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel suffer performance degradation on 
fading channels. In this paper we evaluate the performance of some short BCIVI 
codes, designed for AWGN channels, on fading channels, and apply design criteria 
for fading channels [9,1,6] to construct BCM codes with improved performance. 
To achieve very low error rates with a single code, the decoding complexity in- 
creases rapidly and the implementation of the decoder becomes very expensive. It 
should also be noted that on fading channels with coded modulation, errors tend 
to propagate due to long fades or unreliable soft decision information. An obvious 
alternative is to use powerful Reed Solomon (RS) codes [4] with high code rates, 
such as the standard (255,223) NASA code. Although RS codes perform very well 
on burst error channels and can handle multi-bit character based erasure informa- 
tion, their main drawback is that the algebraic methods presently used f:?r their 
decoding do not make full use of soft decision information. A possible solution is 
to apply coded modulation in a concatenated scheme with RS codes. In this ap- 
proach the inner decoder presents to the outer decoder mostly short burst errors 
which are ideally suited to RS codes. This scheme aims to achieve both improved 
reliability and high efficiency in the use of communication resources in the presence 
of signal fading along with acceptable decoding complexity. 
In the concatenated scheme considered in this paper, short BCM codes are applied 
as inner codes and a relatively powerful RS code as the outer code. BCM codes are 
good candidates for inner codes in concatenated schemes, since they require no 
bandwidth expansion and can be decoded by a simple soft decision maximum 
likelihood decoding algorithm. The channel is described by slowly varying fre- 
quency nonselective Rayleigh fading. The standard Viterbi algorithm based on the 
Euclidean distance metric is used in the inner code decoding with no channel state 
information (NCSI). The p PrfirtmanrP nf rnnrntenntd rnd~c pith RC’M inner prides -~=v.cl-=~~.YI v* vv*I”u~-lLwL~~ -VII” 1 -*a. -Y* _ .____W_ irr 
is evaluated on fading channels and compared with concatenated codes with the 
inner TCM codes. 
2. Channel model 
The channel is modeled by nonselective Rayleigh fading. We will restrict attention 
+A &qnnmlc r&th CLW Qmnl;tllde variations relative to an elementary SignaIling inter- C” ~11U11Sl~lO . . 1C“ 031” . . wI*Ip.xLU 
val and assume perfect phase tracking of the phase perturbation process. In this 
model, the amplitude of the envelope of the received signal is multiplied by a ran- 
dom variable a, normalized so that E[a2] = 1 to ensure that the average received 
signal energy is equal to the transmitted signal energy Es. The probability density 
function (pdf) of the random variable a is 
p(a) = 2ae-‘*. 
The mean of the random variable a is 
(1) 
ma=2 d 
2 ’ (2) 
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while the variance is given by 
We utilize interleaving as the usual method to combat channel memory by produc- 
ing an effective increase in the channel fading bandwidth. The interleaving depth 
is chosen to achieve ideal interleaving for a given fade rate in the simulations, and 
is assumed to be infinite in the analysis. 
3. BCM codes 
In a block modulation code, information sequences are coded by using binary 
block codes and mapped into signal sequences over a certain modulation signal set 
[2, lo]. We consider only 8-PSK modulation, since that scheme is used on nonlinear 
satellite channels. To construct an 8-PSK modulation code C we select hree binary 
component codes Cbl, Cbz, Cb3. A sequence of k = Cf= 1 kbi is divided into three 
subsegments, where the ith subsegment consists of kbi bits. For 1 l&3, the ith 
subsegment is encoded into a code vector Di in the binary component code Cbi of 
Ce Then the yect,or sum * *-1-m I-.- 
is an n-tuple over the additive group G = { 0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7} modulo 8 and represents 
a code word in C. The code symbols sl, s2, . . . ,s, in v are then mapped into an 
8-PSK signal set and transmitted. 
The effective code rate is defined as 
1 3 R=-_~’ 
2n ifil Kbi 
(4 
and represents the number of information bits transmitted per dimension. 
The decoding is accomplished by the Viterbi algorithm with the metric based on 
squared Euclidean distance. This decoding rule does not achieve maximum 
likelihood decoding on fading channels. The decoding performance of the Viterbi 
algorithm can be improved by including channel state information in the metric. 
Channel state information is obtained from the received signal to noise ratio (SNR). 
We do not use amplitude channel state I l nformation in our metric, since it is found 
to result in a small error performance improvement [5,9] while the decoder becomes 
more complex and the accuracy of the SNR estimate is limited. 
Ollli 
RCTI/I m&S al-g con!muctgd by .c&cting cnmpnngnt cdg.s with a trgll1.r; structure; 
so that the resulting code also has a trellis structure and can be decoded using the 
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Viterbi algorithm. Let C denote the set (zN}, of all possible code sequences in the 
trellis, where zN is a code sequence of length N: 
Let us suppose that 
an element of C, is the transmitted sequence. Then vi represents the 8-PSK symbol 
transmitted at time i. The corresponding received sequence at the input of the 
decoder is 
rN=(rr9r2, ...,Fif ...,rN). 
At time i, the received symbol ri is related to the transmitted symbol Vi by: 
ri= lliVi+ ni, 
where ai is a real random variable equal to the envelope of the fading channel nor- 
malized to the transmitted signal and ni is a sample of a zero mean complex addi- 
tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process. The corresponding received code 
sequence r,,, can be represented as 
rN=aNx VN+~N, 
where x denotes vector multiplication. 
The Viterbi algorithm searches in the set C for the code sequence zN with the 
minimum path metric from the received code sequence rN. The branch metric used 
in the algorithm is equal to the squared Euclidean distance between the received 
symbol and a code symbol 
mi= Iri-zi12=diZ (5) 
when no channel state information is available. 
The path metric m(rN,zN) is the sum of the branch metrics and represents the 
squared Euclidean distance between the received sequence and a code sequence 
d2(r,v, z,+,/): 
m(rr&zN)= i m(ri,zi)=d2(ry,z& 
i=l 
The pairwise error probability of choosing the code sequence zN instead of ON 
(first event error probability) is equal to 
The path zN is called an error path. 
The squared Euclidean distance between the transmitted path and an error path 
is given by 
N 
d;. 
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Since di is the Euclidean distance between the transmitted symbol and an 8-P% 
code symbol which can be any dj, OS& 3 (see Fig. I), d2 (zN, oN) can be expressed 
as 
d2(tN, up/)= t: V$ 
i=O 
(6) 
where wi are the number of occurrences of the nonzero symbol distance Ai between 
the correct and error path. 
A quantity that is important in the performance of trellis codes over fading chan- 
nels is the number of erroneous ymbols on the error path. This quantity is called 
the effective length of the error path and will be denoted &. The effective code 
length (ECL) is defined as the minimum effective length taken over all error paths 
in C. The effective length can be represented as 
3 
C?jj= Wi* c (7) 
i=O 
The weight vector 
w = (WO, WI, W2, W3) 
can be obtained from the detailed weight distribution of C. 
We also define the product distance (PD) Ap as the product of the corresponding 
nonzero squared symbol distances between the correct path and the error path. 
The PD is given by 
3 
Ap= rIA 
24 
i ’ 
i=O 
(8) 
On fading channels when full interleaving isapplied, the signal samples at the out- 
put of the demodulator can be considered as independent and identically distributed 
(iid) sequences. The conditional pairwise rror probability for a given realization of 
the fading random variable CL~ is given by [S,S] 
Fig. 1. Notatior? for 8-PSK modulation. 
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wf.ere d is Euclidean distance between the transmitted code word and the error path. 
in this anaiys+ -;c we will distinguish two cases, depending on the value of the ECL 
&. For large aH, according to the central limit theorem, the expression CE 1 aid: 
approaches a Gaussian random variable A with mean /n,d2 and variance 
0,’ CL f df. The pairwise error probability can then be written 
where p(A) is the probability density function of the Gaussian random variable A. 
Using the approximation Q(x)5 1/2exp(-x2/2) for xs 1, P(vN+zN) can be 
bounded by 
2nd m2d4 
P(vN-+zN)=P~,gI+ 
402d2 + a2D4 402d2: a2D4 
(11) 
a a 
where 
N 
D4 Cd 
4 = i l 
i-1 
The probability of error for a block of N symbols, denoted pbl, can be obtained 
by using the union bound technique as 
pbls c Ad,DpdpD, 
d, D 
(12) 
where A,, is the number of error paths in the code with Euclidean distance d from 
the transmitted path characterized by the parameter D”. 
In the second case, when & is small, the Gaussian assumption is no longer valid 
and the probability must be exprcsstlli as 
p(vN -+ zj’d) = p(+j-+zN 1 aN)p(al)P(a2)..-p(aN) da, da2...daN. (13) 
a,; 
Using the approximation Q(x +y) 5 exp(-x2/2)Q( y) for x,y~ 1 iteratively, we can 
upper bound P(vN* zN 1 aN) with 
.’ 
P(vN* ZN 1 aN)s+exp -- 
Thus, substituting (14) in (13), we obtain: 
N 
P(vN+ z&t n 
1 
i=l 1+d~/8a2d2’ 
For large signal to noise ratios, we can write 
(15) 
N 9 -3 c)-‘.,titi 
-p)(vN + ZN) 5 + 
ou (1 
-_ 
i=l 
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or equivalently, 
wj 
If the code has a parallel transition at distance do, the pairwise rror probability 
corresponding to parallel transitions becomes: 
(18) 
The probability of error for a block of N symbols pbl is bounded by 
where Ad, W,& is the number of code words in the code with the Euclidean distance 
d from the transmitted code word characterized by the vector w and the effective 
length &. 
The bit error rate can be computed as 
l/k pb= l-(l-pb,) , 
where k is the number of information bits in a block. 
5. Concatenated ceding schemes 
In order to attain high burst error correcting capability and reduce the overall 
decoding complexity, we propose a concatenated code modulation scheme (see 
Fig. 2). The inner code is an 8-PSK BCM code of length n with binary component 
codes Cbl , Cb2, Cb3. The code dimension is k = kbl + kb2 + kb3. The outer code is an 
(n2, k2) RS code with symbols from the Galois field GF(2’) with the minimum 
Hamming distance d2. Each code symbol of the outer code is represented by a 
binary I-tuple based on a certain basis of GF(2’). We require that k =sl, where s is 
a positive integer. 
-r 
%iz - Inner Code - Inter _ MkrzF 
Encoder ,Encoder 
leaver later 
1 
I Fading Channel 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of a concatenated coding system. 
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The encoding operation is accomplished in two stages. The information sequence 
is divided into /& symbols of I bits each. These kz symbols are applied to the input 
of the RS encoder. The output of the encoder is a code word of n2 symbols. 
In the next encoding stage each group of s RS code words of n21s binary symbols 
is divided into sequences of k binary digits and each sequence is encoded according 
to the inner code C to produce a code word of n 8-PSK symbols. Every group of 
3 binary symbols is then mapped into an 8-PSK signal. Ideally, interleaving should 
be performed for both inner and outer codes. However, in satellite communication 
systems a long delay introduced by decoders is not acceptable. For such systems we 
propose interleaving for inner codes only, and relatively powerful RS outer codes 
to correct bursts introduced by the inner decoder. 
The decoding is accomplished in the reverse order. After sn2 inner code words 
have been decoded, 3n - k redundant digits are discarded from each 3n-bit inner 
code word and the resulting n21s-bit sequence is decoded as s code words of the 
outer code. When the inner code provides no erasure information, the outer decoder 
is designed to correct symbol errors only. 
If the number of symbol errors in the received code word is less than f2= 
+(d2 - l), they will be successfully corrected by the outer code. If the syndrome of 
a code word with more than l2 errors corresponds to a correctable error pattern 
with t2 or fewer errors a decoding error will be made. 
6. Performance of concatenated coding schemes on fading channels 
The decoded bit error rate (BER) for the inner code is bounded by (20). 
T’he RS symbol error rate (an RS symbol consists of I bits) at the input to the outer 
decoder is 
p,= l_(l_Pb)‘. (21) 
The decoded block error rate at the output of the outer decoder is bounded by 
pbos (22) 
The RS symbol error rate can be computed as 
PsO 5 1 - (1 - &)“n2 
and the decoded BER for the outer code is given by 
&-J( 1 --(I -&,)“‘. 
(23) 
(24) 
les 
First, we analyzed the performance of some short BCM codes on fading channels. 
Ir, the first example, 17, is the binary (8,l) repetition code with two code words, C2 
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Eb/No (dB) 
30 35 
Fig. 3. BER performance of modulation codes on a Rayleigh channel (dash: 1: 4-state Ungerboeck TCM 
analytical; 2: 4-state Ungerboeck TCM MC simulation; solid: 1: 4-state BCM analytical; 2: 4-state BCM 
MC simulation). 
is the binary (87) code with all the even weight &tuples, and CJ is the (8,8) binary 
code with all binary 8tuples. By using the described construction method, a block 
modulation code C over the 8-PSK signal set with minimum Euclidean distance 2, 
length 8 and effective rate R = 1 is formed. This code has a simple 4-state and 
8-section trellis diagram. Its trellis diagram consists of two identical parallel 2-state 
subtrellises without interconnection between them. This suggests that the decoding 
can be accomplished with two 2-state Viterbi decoders processing the two sub- 
diagrams in parallel. This implementation not only reduces the decoding complexity 
but also speeds up the decoding process. The code is 45” rotationally invariant [3,7]. 
This property is desirable on fading channels since it allows fast resynchronization. 
The BER performance of this code along with the Ungerboeck 4-state TCM code 
is shown in Fig. 3. The coding gain is slightly worse than for the TCM code (Monte 
Carlo simulation results) but the TCM code is only invariant under a 180” phase 
rotation, which will deteriorate the code performance on fading channels. 
The decision depth of the Viterbi decoder for the TCM code is at least two times 
larger than for the BCM code, which allows two times higher interleaving degree 
in time delay constrained systems. For real interleaving the interleaving depth 
should be chosen on the order of the maximum fade depth anticipated or, 
equivalently, the fade rate of the slowly varying fading channel. In Monte Carlo 
simulation the data rate of the transmitted signal was 4800 bps while the ratio of 
the data rate to the fade rate of Rayleigh fading was 50. The impact of interleaving 
on the 4-state BCM code is shown in Fig. 4. Although the minimum Euclidean 
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s 10 12 
EbjNo (dB) 
14 16 
Fig. 4. BER performance of the 4-state BCM code on a Rayleigh channel; the data rate to the fade rate 
ratio was 50 (dash: 1: ideal interleaving (fade rate equal to the symbol rate); 2: interleaving depth = 32, 
interleaving span = 20; solid: 1: no interleaving; 2: interleaving depth = 2, interleaving span = 20 
symbols). 
distance corresponds to parallel transitions, it is possible to achieve some improve- 
ment by interleaving due to higher order nonparallel transitions, which are not 
negligible on fading channels. 
The influence of interleaving on the concatenated 4-state BCM and the (255,223) 
RS code is depicted in Fig. 5. 
However, neither of these two codes is suitable for fading channels, since the 
minimum Euclidean distance in both of them corresponds to parallel transitions. To 
construct a code that is good on fading channels, the number of symbols on the 
minimum distance path should be increased. In the second example, the binary com- 
ponent code Ci is the (8,l) repetition code, code C2 is the binary (8,7) code, and 
code C3 is the same as C2. The code length is 8 and the effective rate is $. It has 
an 8state and 8-section trellis which consists of two identical parallel 4-state sub- 
trellises. The minimum Euclidean distance of the code is 2. There are no parallel 
transitions and the code is invariant under a 45” phase rotation. 
Figure 6 shows that with this code it is possible to achieve a 2 dB improvement 
in BER on Rayleigh channels relative to the code with parallel transitions. The 
reason for this is that the code without parallel transitions contains time diversity. 
igure 7 depicts the performance of the concatenated code formed with the 4-state 
BCM code and the outer (255,223) RS code on a Rayleigh channel. The code 
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Eb/No (dB) 
11 12 13 14 15 
Fig. 5. BER performance of the concatenated 4-state BCM code and the (255,223) RS code on a Rayleigh 
channel; the data rate to the fade rate ratio was 50 (dash: ideal interleaving (fade rate equal to the symbc! 
rate); 1: no interleaving; 2: interleaving depth = 16, interleaving span = 20 symbols). 
4 
10 15 20 25 
Eb/No jdB) 
30 35 
Fig. 6. BER performance of BCM codes on a Rayleigh channel (dash: 4-state BCM with parallel transi- 
tions (analytical); solid: g-state BCM without parallel transitions (analytical)). 
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20 25 
Eb/ No ( dB) 
Fig. 7. BER performance of the concatenated code with modulation inner codes and the (255,223) RS 
outer code on a Rayleigh channel (solid: 4-state inner Ungerboeck TCM with parallel transitions; dash: 
(l-state inner BCM with parallel transitions). 
achieves a coding gain of 37 dB relative to the reference uncoded QPSK system at 
a BER of 10B6 while the concatenated code with the 4-state TCM inner code gains 
40 dB. The results are obtained by Monte Carlo simulation of the inner codes while 
the analytical bound (24) is applied to the outer code. 
8. concPusion 
In this paper a block coded modulation scheme for digital transmission on fading 
channels has been presented. The performance valuation of some short BCM codes 
designed for AWGN channels is performed on slow Rayleigh fading channels. 
Design criteria for fading channels are used to construct BCM codes with improved 
error rates. A significant improvement has been ach;e?-ed with an &state BCM code 
without parallel transitions relative to a 4-state BCM code with parallel transitions, 
although these two codes have the same minimum Euclidean distance. To obtain 
high coding gains with reasonable complexity, concatenated codes with BCM inner 
codes are investigated. The concatenated scheme with the 4-state inner BCM code 
and the (255,223) RS outer code yields a coding gain of 37 dB relative to an uncoded 
QPSK Rayleigh channel at a BER of lo-$ while the corresponding scheme based 
on the Ungerboeck 4-state TCM code achieves a gain of 40 dB. However, the 4-state 
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BCM code allows simpler implementation, a smaller interleaving degree under the 
same time delay constraints, and has more desirable phase invariant properties. 
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